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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The number of restaurants and cafés in kuwait is rapidly growing ,and with kuwait

being the world’s food capital.Customers are frequently subjected to long queues, due to
the fact that most restaurants, when requested tables are not available, use a method in
which they take the customer's phone number, number of seats, and call the customer
whenever the table is ready. This method is inefficient, and customers have no choice but to
wait when restaurants are busy. Also they have no idea how long they will have to wait.
Even if the food was excellent, a lengthy wait time might leave diners with a negative
impression.

This report will go through an overall description of the project, the motivations behind
it, deliverables with detailed features and design implementation, and the scope of work
covered in the project.

Some of many problems that the restaurant/cafes and the customers are facing are
customers show up without knowing the status of the restaurant/cafe, needing to show up
in person in order to reserve a table and then wait until his/her turn is up since it can’t be
done by the phone, and having to check multiple times about queue status and the waiting
time.

You would think that with Kuwait being the food capital of the world and having a
wide range of restaurants and cafes along with the stated problems above there would be
many applications that help with aiding the problem . Unfortunately ,There aren't many
applications that cater to the (Que.) concept.

With that being stated, what is(Que.) ?

(Que.) is a virtual queue system application that digitizes the pen-and-paper routine.
Collecting input and saving it in a database which automates the process to keep up with
today’s technology . It is set to be deployed for both Android and iOS. (Que.) provides
customers the advantage of understanding what they're getting themselves into when they
come into a restaurant/cafe. The data is further used to reduce human errors by providing
an Estimated Waiting Time rather than relying on the host's best guess.

Customers will be able to check-in online through (Que.), and receive an Time
Estimate of their waiting time. This shall allow guests to spend their waiting time as they
wish, knowing they'll have a table ready for them when they arrive. When a table becomes
available, the host can notify the customer via (Que.).or a phone call.

Why did we choose this logo design?
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The right logo says everything without saying a word.Since it is a virtual queue system
we chose a name that would represent the application’s idea (Que.) , we decided to take the
word (Queue) but cut out the (ue) at the end to make it simple and unique , add a dot at the
end as a symbol to stop the repetition of (ue) .

The logo is then combined with bright and intense colors while remaining on a white
backdrop to give it a more simple look.

(Que.) offers its users many features including. For example, without the assistance of
the restaurant/café, a user can queue and unqueue from the line. After confirmation, the
system provides the customer with the queue information in addition to the table details
and a unique reservation code so that the restaurant/cafe can search for the customer's
request through it in order to preserve the customer's info privacy (Name/Phone Number ).
The system allows the customer to filter restaurants/cafes by province. Each restaurant/café
is listed, along with their own options (indoor/outdoor),(smoking/non-smoking), baby
chair, number of seats,distance, and any further comments. By providing six-digit unique
numbers to consumers through SMS, it establishes a two-factor authentication. Users can
search specific restaurants/cafes by name. The filter in the UI is based on the cuisine you're
looking for. Customers can rate and add feedback expressing their opinion regarding the
app and the restaurants/cafes experience.

Many system features and details will be covered in the next sections, together with
comprehensive test descriptions, as proof of concept that the system works as intended and
meets all requirements.

The main motivation behind this project is to create a system that can handle the queue
requests along with their data to ensure the best user service experience in addition to a
more accurate waiting time estimation using Machine Learning that is explained in detail in
the following sections, and help restaurant/cafe owners and hosts to have all the needed
information to help with ensuring an improved virtual queue.

Finally, This report includes the discussion and description of the final deliverable
of the project which includes this report, the full working code, testing to prove
correctness, a poster and a video promotion and to demonstrate how each function can be
used and how it works.
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2. USER AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

2.1. REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION APPROACH

● Brainstorming:

The team convened a brainstorming session at the start of the project to
try to determine whether needs are required, in which each member contributed
their point of views and ideas. Also The team conducted a survey, and
discussions with stakeholders to get the necessary data from a representative
sample of people (restaurant owners, consumers, etc.). Ideas were prioritized
and scheduled for follow-up actions. depicted in Appendix A .

● Interviews:

Surveys and meetings were used to acquire the necessary information
from a sample of people, as well as discussions with stakeholders. The team
was able to figure out and elicit some of the needs based on their responses.
The survey/meetings questions and answers along with some percentage are
going to be presented in Appendix A.

● Prototyping:

This method was chosen by the (Que.) team because it provides a
visual depiction of the product that allows the team to detect missing criteria.
Prototyping was first used to define the project interface, making it easier for
all parties to visualize the project and allowing for future changes.The
processes for eliciting prototype needs are shown in Figure.1 .
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Figure 1:  Eliciting prototype needs

● Stakeholders Analysis:

Stakeholders included faculty members, restaurant owners, colleagues,
customers, family members, any individual who has an interest in the project to
elicit requirements.

● Document Analysis:

During the requirements elicitation phase, the document analysis
approach used to obtain requirements includes reading many related papers.

● Interface Analysis:
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Members of the (Que.) team examined a variety of interfaces, which aided in the
exploration and determination of the criteria needed to ensure that the components
communicate well with one another.

2.2. REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

The comprehensive description of how the system is anticipated to work, including the
intended purpose and the software environment under development, is captured in a
software requirement specification (SRS).

● Purpose
Que. is designed to assist businesses enhance customer satisfaction by

providing a faster and better customer journey, as well as allowing servers/agents to
service more clients in a single shift, conserving resources and increasing productivity
and profitability. The software is designed for users and facility owners.

● Intended Audience of the study
This SRS is formed of the developers, project stakeholders, and the Capstone

Committee.

● Scope
SRS is the scope of our system. Restaurants/cafés that have registered with

Que can be listed to give an easy method to reserve a table. This program makes it
simple for a client to join the Queue line in a few simple steps.

● System features and requirements

○ System features:
1. Without the assistance of the restaurant/café, a consumer can queue and

unqueue from the line.
2. After confirmation, the system provides the customer with the queue

information in addition to the table details and a unique reservation code so
that the restaurant/cafe can search for the customer's request through it in order
to preserve the customer's info privacy (Name/Phone Number ).

3. The system allows the customer to filter restaurants/cafes by province and
cuisine.

4. Each restaurant/café is listed, along with their own options
(indoor/outdoor),(smoking/non-smoking), baby chair, number of seats, and any
further comments.
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5. By providing six-digit unique numbers to consumers through SMS, the
technology establishes two-factor authentication.

6. Users can search specific restaurants/cafes by name.
7. The filter in the UI is based on the cuisine you're looking for.
8. Customers can rate and add feedback expressing their opinion regarding the

app and the restaurants/cafes experience.
9. The system can track users' queue numbers until they reach zero in a

decreasing order.
10. The system can view each restaurant/cafe in detail (menu - area - place -

cuisine - location - instagram - phone number - estimated time - working hours
- image - queue number-distance).

11. The user can find out the most rated restaurants/cafes.
12. The user may locate nearby restaurants/cafés.
13. The system manages and regulates the queue for each restaurant/café.
14. User-Friendly Interface.
15. The system allows restaurants/cafes to find the user's details (name – phone

number - table details - estimated time- remaining time of arrival).
16. If the customer's turn is up, the system informs him/her by sending a

notification by SMS or a phone call.
17. The system can notify or call the consumer if the user is late for its turn.
18. The restaurant/café can edit its information and customize its own available

options.
19. The customer can update his/her profile.
20. The admin has the ability to add and delete restaurants/cafés, as well as edit

existing  restaurants/cafés information.
21. Table Statistics, View table statistics for facility owners to determine what will

benefit them the most (increasing the number of tables, chairs, or baby chairs,
or determining which seat area is the most popular) in order to improve
restaurant/café performance and give the best service.

22. More accurate waiting time estimation.

○ System requirements:

■ Functional Requirements:

A Functional Requirement defines a system or its components. It
describes the functions a software must perform. The following list represents
the functional requirements:
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● A software wizard that allows users to follow some steps in order to
stand in a virtual queue at restaurants/cafes.

● Allow users to leave the queue (Uequeue).
● The app's search engine allows users to search for restaurants/cafés by

name.
● Queue tracking in decreasing order via queue status update.
● Allow users to contact restaurants/cafes via phone numbers.
● Display information for each restaurant/cafe (Working hours, phone

number, location, social media accounts, queue number ).
● Each restaurant/café is listed, along with their own options

(indoor/outdoor),(smoking/non-smoking), baby chair, number of seats,
distance, and any further comments.

● Allow customers to filter restaurants and cafés based on their preferred
province and cuisine.

● Allow users to rate and add feedback expressing their opinion regarding
their experience.

● The system asks for the user's phone number, then transmits a unique
number (6 digits) and executes an authentication procedure (OTP)
between the two parties.

● The queue is controlled by restaurant/cafe servers/agents.
● The restaurants/cafes options are customized by the owners.
● Separate the tables into indoor and outdoor queues. If there is an "any"

option, it will be placed in the queue with fewer requests between
Indoor and Outdoor.

● Machine learning-based statistics.
● The restaurant/café can edit its information and customize its own

available options.
● The customer can update his/her profile.
● If the customer's turn is up, the system informs him/her by sending a

notification by SMS.
● The admin has the ability to add and delete restaurants/cafés, as well as

edit existing  restaurants/cafés information.
\

■ Non-Functional Requirements:

The Non-Functional Requirements are specifications that specify a
system's operating capabilities as well as the constraints that limit its
functionality. They are represented by the following list:

● The software should respond quickly to user requests in terms of
performance and scalability.

● Portability: The app compatible for both iOS and Android.
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● Usability, Making the user interface clear and easy to understand for
new users.

● Security, The software protected from attacks in terms of
authentication by OTP, and sessions.

● Provide a more accurate waiting time queue.
● The system maintains a good and fast performance.
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

(Que.) is built on a two-tier architecture, as described in the previous reports. The
relationship between client apps and firebase is depicted in Figure.2. Firebase is a Google
mobile application development platform that is used to develop and improve applications. It
also contributes to faster and more secure apps. Firebase functionalities are efficient because
no programming is required. The services will be available for both Android and iOS and will
feature cloud storage as well as NoSQL database storage.

Figure 2:  two-tier architecture

(Que.) system is serverless, serverless architecture is a programming paradigm that
focuses on directly coding functions for web-endpoints rather than going through the entire
process of setting up a server, routing requests, defining REST resources, and then developing
methods for GET, POST, and PUT. The upside of serverless is that it saves the user significant
time and resources. You deploy code to your service provider, and the service provider runs it
and scales it up and down. The following are some of the properties of serverless:

1. Greater scalability and more flexibility.
2. Serverless architectures are inherently scalable.
3. Saving the user significant time and resources.
4. Quick deployments and updates are possible.

The database is the primary focus of the (Que.) system, and cloud firestore is used to
store relevant data into collections (tables), such as the restaurant/cafe collection (PLACES),
which contains the restaurant/cafe registered as documents, each with a unique docID. There
is a sub-collection for each document:
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1. User feedback (RATING REVIEW): save the user's feedback.
2. Queue requests (QUEUE REQUEST): each user wants a specific table.

Firebase Authentication is used to register and store the user's personal data as well as
restaurant/café information, as it aids in identifying between registered users using a unique
UID.

In addition, Que team continue to rely on Flutter as a cross-platform framework that
supports the Android platform.

● Flutter: is the software development kit (SDK) that allows you to build
high-performance applications on various platforms such as iOS, Android,
Web, and desktop from a single codebase.

Below are some of the pros that pulled us towards using Flutter:

❏ Hot Reload, hot reload is a feature that lets the developer make changes
to the code and watch the effects in real-time.

❏ Faster Development, because the codebase is written once for all
platforms.

❏ Uses dart as the app programming language, dart is known that it is
simple, concise, and faster to code with.

❏ Adapt to Different Screens Better.
● Android Studio: is the official integrated development environment for

Google's Android operating system.

Below are some of the pros that pulled us towards using Android Studio:

❏ Android Studio provides a robust static analysis framework and
includes over 365 different lint checks across the entirety of your app.

❏ It provides several quick fixes that help developers address issues in
various categories, such as performance, security, and correctness, with
a single click.

❏ Android Studio can be used to develop quality applications in Android
devices such as phones, tablets, Wearable, TV, and Android Auto.

❏ Support for different testing tools and frameworks.
❏ Visualization.
❏ Emulation.
❏ Code hints.
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The following Figure illustrates the services that firebase and flutter provide to support
the development and improvement of (Que.).

Figure 3:  Firebase & Flutter
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4. SYSTEM DESIGN ARTIFACTS

This section goes over the system design in terms of the algorithms that are used to
implement the required features, as well as the design decisions and how they affect the
overall system design.

4.1. DESIGN DECISIONS

Many system components are influenced by design decisions, which might
change how the system behaves or performs in specific contexts. Design selections
will be structured by application, beginning with the admin, to better categorize them.

In the admin application, an email address and password are saved in the
database, so that the admin may browse the restaurants and cafes accessible in the
application. After the Approval procedure, which will be done by email, add a new
restaurant/café to the database. (Owners of restaurants and cafes contact the
administrator via email and send their information; after confirmation and validation
of the sent data, the administrator can send back an email with an authentication email
and password, which the host can then access (Que.) and sign in to the application.),
or remove or edit an existing restaurant/café simply by logging in.

In the user's application, Figure.4 depicts many scenarios for the user
application to assist readers to understand how the system behaves in various
situations., a user can log in if he or she is registered, sign-up, for example, a user can:

● Users can search for specific restaurants/cafés by name.
● The filter in the UI is based on the cuisine you're looking for and the

province you've chosen.
● View the restaurants or cafés within a 5km radius of the user's current

location.
● Users may choose their chosen restaurant/café if it is open to receive a

queue request, as well as their table options (indoor/outdoor),
(smoking/non-smoking), baby chair, number of seats, any additional
comments ,also Queue number will be provided.

● Each restaurant/café may be seen in depth (menu - area - place - cuisine
- location - instagram - phone number - Estimated waiting time -
working hours - image - distance).

● May be tracked prior to arriving at a restaurant/cafe till they reach their
destination.

● Track queue numbers in decreasing order until they hit zero
● Allow users to cancel their reservation in the queue (Uequeue).
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● Customers can rate and add feedback expressing their opinion
regarding the app and the restaurants/cafe's experience.

The add implementation is depicted in (Figure.4) along with the rest of the systems
algorithms in appendix B

Figure 4:  Add To Queue Algorithm

The admin generates and saves an Authenticated email address and password in the
database for the restaurant/café application, and a host can use it,so in the restaurant/cafe
application , a host can:

● Edit its information and customize available options.
● If both seat areas are available, view the table requests separated by seat area.
● View the user's details (name – phone number - table details - Estimated waiting time-

remaining time of arrival and distance).
● Add walk-in customers.
● Search for users using the unique code that is generated, saved in the database, and

displayed to users on the view details page.
● The host can switch the busy mode so the application can start taking table requests.
● Confirm the arrival of the customer, send a notification, call the customer ,and/or

cancel a reservation.
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4.2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Audience Faculty members, restaurant owners, colleagues, customers, family
members, for anyone with an interest in the project to elicit requirements.

Purpose To assist companies in increasing customer satisfaction by providing a faster
and better customer journey and allowing servers/agents to service more
customers in a single shift, hence conserving resources and increasing
productivity and profitability.

Definition (Que.) is a virtual queue system application that digitizes the pen-and-paper
routine.

Function The following are some key features of the user interface:
● Queue tracking in decreasing order via queue status update.
● Information about each restaurant/café is displayed (menu - area -

place - cuisine - location - Instagram - phone number - Estimated
waiting  time- working hours - image -queue number-distance).

● Allow customers to filter restaurants and cafés based on their
preferred  province and cuisine.

● Allow users to rate and add feedback to express their experiences.
● Allow users to cancel their reservation in the queue (Uequeue).
● The queue is controlled by restaurant/cafe servers/agents.
● The restaurants/cafes options are customized by the owners.

There is a detailed explanation of how these functions work in Appendix A

Overview The system has a simple and easy-to-understand user interface for new users.
Balanced shapes, symmetrical and simple colors were used to create the
logo.

Visuals The scenario that the end-user will use is shown in the Figure.5
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Figure 5:  User Interface Scenario.
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4.3. ALGORITHMS

To represent the implementation of the algorithms and get a better understanding, this
section presents some of the main algorithms. The rest of the system's algorithms in
appendix B.

4.3.1. TABLE STATISTICS ALGORITHM

Table statistics will be accessible using the restaurant/cafe interface. using ML
by choosing an unsupervised Clustering K-means algorithm. K-means clustering is
one of the simplest and popular unsupervised machine learning algorithms,“the
objective of K-means is simple: group similar data points together and discover
underlying patterns. To achieve this objective, K-means looks for a fixed number (k) of
clusters in a dataset.” A cluster refers to a collection of data points aggregated together
because of certain similarities.

The algorithm will help to decide what will profit the facility owners more
(increase the number of tables, chairs, baby chairs, or Which seat area is the most
popular among customers ) to improve restaurant/cafe performance according to
customer requests and deliver the best service. as depicted in Figure

4.3.2. WAITING TIME ESTIMATION

More accurate waiting time estimation, because the ML algorithm is given
data and generates classifications, it must be provided the most accurate data to ensure
that the ML outputs are right, For each restaurant after closing Hours the working
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hours will be divided into three time periods[slot1-slot2-slot3] from opening time till
closing time, Retrieving the time and date that the host clicked the confirm button
,then for each time period an average waiting time estimation will be calculated for
this slot, saved in the database to be retrieved and displayed for the next day each
restaurant/café will have a more calculated and accurate waiting time.

All three interfaces are available on both iOS and Android platforms.in the following
sections screenshots will be provided for each interface and the rest of the screenshots will be
in Appendix .

4.4.
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4.5. ADMIN INTERFACE

4.5.1. LOGIN

4.5.2. HOMEPAGE
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4.5.3. MENU

4.5.4. SEARCH
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4.5.5. PLACE ADD

4.5.6. EDIT
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4.5.7. DELETE
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4.6. RESTAURANT/CAFE INTERFACE

4.6.1. LOGIN - RESTAURANT/ CAFE INTERFACE
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4.6.2. MENU - SEARCH
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4.6.3. SEARCH
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4.6.4. EDIT PROFILE - TABLE STATISTICS
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4.6.5. WALI-IN CUSTOMER - OPTIONS
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4.7. USER INTERFACE

4.7.1. LOGIN - OTP MESSAGE
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4.7.2. SIGNUP
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4.7.3. OTP MESSAGE
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4.7.4. LIST PLACES - FILTER AREA
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4.7.5. SEARCH - MENU
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4.7.6. ADD PAGE QUEUE - ADD PAGE INFO
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4.7.7. VIEW DETAILS
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5. MODIFICATIONS OF THE ORIGINAL PLAN

This section described all modifications made to the project from the start through the
final phase and deliverable.

5.1. REQUIREMENTS

Requirements removed from the project:

1. Live Chat , Because there are more critical requirements to focus on.

2. QR Code, The team decided to replace it with a unique code for each request.

3. Loyalty Card and rewards.

4. Guest Users.

5. Forget password.

6. Login/Signup by Email.

7. User profile , no need to change a profile.

8. Select country and province page.

9. Track customers by GPS.

Requirements Added to the project:

Requirement Table Statistics

Reason - Help to decide what will profit the facility owners more (increase the
number of tables, chairs, baby chairs, or Which seat area is the most
popular among customers ) to improve restaurant/cafe performance
according to customer requests and deliver the best service by using
ML k-mean.
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Requirement More accurate waiting time estimation.

Reason - Because the ML algorithm is given data and generates
classifications, it must be provided the most accurate data to ensure
that the ML outputs are right, the working hours will be divided into
three time periods from opening time till closing time, by collecting
the time and date that the host clicked the confirm button , each
restaurant/café will have a more calculated and accurate waiting time

Requirement Code generator

Reason The system provides a unique reservation code so that the restaurant/cafe
can search for the customer's request through it in order to preserve the
customer's privacy (Name/Phone Number ).

Due to the committee comments on short notice ,the following requirements will be worked
on, the report will be updated accordingly and delivered to the committee after the
presentation along with the video promotion and poster.

Requirement Near Me - The system tracks the distance between the user's
current location and the restaurants/cafes within a 5km
radius .

Requirement Sign-in/Sign
-up by phone
number.

- Consumers may register quickly and easily without
having to fill out lengthy forms.

- It saves consumers time.
- Customers may also log in without having to remember

their user ID or password.
- SMS OTP is used to verify the customer's phone

number.
- It avoids fake orders because all confirmed consumers

are genuine.

Requirement Calculate
Distance

- The system tracks the distance between the user's
current location and the restaurants/cafes in a  Km unit .
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Requirement Remove
Guest  users

- Replaced with an easier and secure way to register .

Requirement Remove
forgot
password

- No need because the user will login by phone number
and SMS OTP will be used to verify the customer's
phone number. .
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6. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK AND DETAILS

Flutter and Xcode are the development frameworks utilized, and iOS and Android are
the target platforms.

● Flutter: is a software development kit (SDK) that allows you to build

high-performance applications on various platforms such as iOS, Android,

Web, and desktop from a single codebase.

● Xcode:  A tool that provides a simulator used in the development process.

● Android studio: a cross-platform integrated development environment (IDE)

for developing on the Android platform. It is written in dart and is available for

Windows and Mac OS X.

● Firebase: a Google mobile application development platform that is used to

develop, and improve applications. It also contributes to faster and more secure

apps. Firebase functionalities are efficient because no programming is required.

The services will be available for both Android and iOS and will feature cloud

storage as well as NoSQL database storage.

The Figure.6 below depicts the Frameworks and platforms used in this project.

Figure 6:  Frameworks and platforms
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7. TESTING

Software testing is the process of evaluating and verifying that an application does
what it is supposed to do. The benefits of testing include preventing bugs, reducing
development costs, and improving performance. The parts that follow will go over several
types of tests.

7.1. TESTING PLAN

For our app, the testing plan starts with unit testing to test all functions and
components of software individually. Next, an integration test is used for integration logically
and tested as a group and exposes defects in the interaction between these software modules
when integrated together. In Addition, the team applied stress and performance tests used for
determining the speed of a computer, network, or device and the stability and robustness of
the system. Finally, after adding a new feature or fixing a previous fault, Reliability Testing
checks if the post-development has caused a new error.

7.2. UNIT TEST CASES

A unit test is a type of software testing where individual units or components of a
software are tested. The purpose is to validate that each unit of the software code performs as
expected.
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User Interface

Test Number Test Name Expected Result Test Result Result

Test #1 Sign In
Sign in with

Phone and OTP
code.

Failed,
OTP

message
did not
work as
planned.
(FIXED)
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Test #2 Sign Up Create an
account Pass
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Test #3 Log Out Go back to the
sign-in page Pass DONE

Test #4 Add customers
to the Queue

Add him/her to
the queue.

Failed,
duplicate
data are

allowed and
data is
stored

incorrectly.
(FIXED)
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Test #5 Unqueue

Remove himself
from the queue

using the
unqueue button.

The Queue
number

decreased.

Failed,
Queue
number

doesn't get
updated for
all requests.

(FIXED)

Test #6 Edit Profile

Change his
personal

information
himself.

Pass
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Test #7 Search by Name

Show
restaurants/cafes
that match the
entered name.

Pass

Test #8 Filter (Area/
Cuisine)

Filter the
restaurants/cafes
according to a

selected area or
cuisine.

Pass
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Test #9
Filter

Restaurant/Cafe
Type

Filter
restaurants/cafes

by type and
display them on
the List Places

page.

Pass

Test #10 Rating &
Review

Add a comment
expressing my

opinion
regarding the
app and the

restaurants/cafes
experience.

Pass

Test #11 Code Generator
Generate a

unique code for
each request.

Pass
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Test #12 Most Rated

View all
restaurants/cafes
rated greater or

equal to 4.

Pass

Admin Interface:

Test
Number Test Name Expected

Result Test Result Result

Test #1 Sign In

Sign in with an
authentication

email and
password

Pass

Test #2 Log Out Go back to the
sign-in page Pass DONE

Test #3 Add Restaurant/Cafe New restaurant/
cafe in database

Failed, did not
accept the type

of working
hours .(FIXED)
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Test #4 Delete Restaurant/Cafe

Remove the
restaurants/cafe
s according to

the uid.

Pass

Test #5 Edit Restaurant/Cafe

Change in the
restaurant/cafe
data according

to the uid.

Pass

Test #6 Search by Name

Show
restaurants/cafe
s that match the
entered name.

Pass

Owners Interface

Test Number Test Name Expected Result Test Result

Test #1 Sign In
Sign in with an

authentication email
and password.

Pass

Test #2 Log Out Go back to the
sign-in page. Pass
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Test #3 Search by Unique
Code

Show the requests
that match the
entered code.

Pass

Test #4 Edit Profile Change in the
restaurant/cafe data. Pass

Test #5 Confirm Request

The customer arrived
at the restaurant/cafe.
Remove the request
from the database

and the Number for
all users will be
decremented.

Failed,  Queue
number doesn't get

updated for all
requests. (FIXED)

Test #6 Cancel  Request

Remove the request
from database and

the Qnumber
decremented

Pass

Test #7 Notify the Customers Send an SMS Pass

Test #8 Add Walk In
Customers

Add Customer in the
queue by taking a

user name and phone
number (OTP)

Pass

Test #9 Table Statistics

The most requested
options are

represented by a
chart.

Failed, incorrect
data calculation.

Test #10

Restaurants/Cafes
Owners Customize

Options

The restaurant/cafe
owners customize

their available
options.

Pass

Test #11 Sorting seat area
"Any" requests.

Arrange "ANY"
options according to
the fewer requests

between Indoor and
Outdoor.

Failed , it appears in
both queues.

(FIXED)
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7.3. INTEGRATION TESTS

Integration testing is defined as a type of testing where software modules are
integrated logically and tested as a group. The purpose of this level of testing is to expose
defects in the interaction between these software modules when they are integrated.

The two types of integration testing:
1. Big Bang: Big Bang Testing is an Integration testing approach in which all the

components or modules are integrated at once and then tested as a unit.

2. Incremental Testing: This type includes merging two or more modules that are
logically related to one another and then testing the application for proper
functionality. The additional connected modules are then incrementally
integrated, and the procedure is repeated until all logically linked modules have
been successfully integrated and tested.
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User Interface

Test Case ID
Test Case
Objective

Test Case
Description Expected Result Integration

Result

1

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
and List Places

In this state, the
user can use the
app as a guest

with enter valid
input (email and
password), do

sign in

All of the
database's

restaurants/cafes
should be visible

for the user.

Pass

2

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
and List Places

In this state, the
user can use the
app as a guest

with enter
invalid input
(email and

password), and
sign in.

Error message to
enter valid input.

(validation)
Pass

3

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
and List Places

In this state, the
user is already
registed, enter

valid input
(email and

password), do
sign in

All of the
database's

restaurants/cafes
should be visible

for the user.

Pass

4

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
and List Places

In this state,  the
user is already
registed, enter
invalid input

(Phone number
or OTP), and

sign in.

Error message to
enter valid input.

(validation)
Pass

5 Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
and sign-up

The user click
on the sign up

button to create
an account

A form appears to
the user to enter
his/her personal

information.

Pass

6 Verify the
integration

The user clicks
on the register

All of the
database's Pass
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between sign-up
and List Places

button to finish
sign-up and

save his/her info
in the database.

restaurants/cafes
should be visible

for the user.

7 Verify the
integration

between List
Places and

Search

The user clicks
the search icon
from the app

bar, and enters
the name of the
restaurant/ cafe.

User Search
should show
results for the
entered name.

Pass

8 Verify the
integration

between List
Places and

Filter (Area)

The user clicks
the filter icon
from the app

bar, and chooses
an area.

View all of the
restaurants / cafes

in the chosen
area.

Pass

9 Verify the
integration

between List
Places and Filter

(cuisine)

The user
chooses cuisine

from tabBar.

View all
restaurants/cafes
from the selected

cuisine.

Pass

10

Verify the
integration

between List
Places and

Filter (Type)

All restaurants/
cafes in the

database filtered
according to

their type
(restaurant/

cafe)

Restaurants and
cafes are

displayed in
separate sections.
And if it was of

the type (both) is
displayed in both

sections.

Pass

11
Verify the
integration

between List
Places and Most

Rated

The user rates
restaurants and
cafes after the

experiment and
checks if the

rating is greater
or equal to 4.

View all
restaurants/cafes
with a rating of 4

or higher.

Pass

12 Verify the
integration

between List
Places and User

The user clicks
the Account in

the menu to
modify the

The user has
modified his/ her

information
correctly.

Failed , null
values.
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Profile personal
information.

13 Verify the
integration

between List
Places and Add

Page

The user selects
a restaurant/

cafe to choose
the options for

his table.

All options for the
restaurant/ cafes

will appear for the
user.

Pass

14 Verify the
integration

between Add
Page and Code

Generator

The user clicks
on the queue

button then the
code is

generated.

The user uses the
unique code to
confirm his/ her

arrival.
Pass

15 Verify the
integration

between Add
Page and View

Details

The user clicks
on the queue
button to add
himself in the

queue.

All the
reservation details

and Qnumber
should be

displayed for the
user

Pass

16 Verify the
integration

between View
Details and Rate

After the user
arrives, he can

rate and
comment on the

app and the
restaurant/café

experience.

The rate and
review show in
the rating and

review section. Pass

17 Verify the
integration

between List
Places and Log

Out

The user clicks
the log out from
the menu to log

out.

The user
successfully logs
out and returns to
the sign-in page.

Pass

Admin Interface

Test Case ID Test Case
Objective

Test Case
Description Expected Result Integration

Result

1 Verify the
integration

Enter valid
input

All of the
database's Pass
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between Sign-in
and Admin
HomePage

(authentication
email and

password), do
sign in

restaurants/cafe
s should be

visible.

2

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
and Admin
HomePage

Enter invalid
input

(authentication
email and

password), do
sign in

Error message
to enter valid

input.
(validation)

Pass

3

Verify the
integration

between Admin
HomePage and

Admin Edit

The admin
clicks the edit

button to
modify the data

for the
restaurant/ cafe.

Admin have
edited the data

for the
restaurant/café.

Pass

4

Verify the
integration

between Admin
HomePage and

Admin Add

The admin
clicks the Add
Place from the
menu to add a
new restaurant

or cafe.

The new
restaurant/cafe
is shown on the

page Admin
Home Page.

Pass

5

Verify the
integration

between Admin
HomePage and
Admin Search

The admin
clicks the search

icon from the
app bar, and

enters the name
of the

restaurant/ cafe.

Admin Search
should show
results for the
entered name.

Pass

6

Verify the
integration

between Admin
HomePage and

log out

The admin
clicks the log
out from the

menu to log out.

The admin
successfully
logs out and
returns to the
sign-in page.

Pass

Restaurant/ Cafe Interface

Test Case ID Test Case
Objective

Test Case
Description Expected Result Integration

Result
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1

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
Owner and

RestInterface

Enter valid
input

(authentication
email and

password), do
sign in

The
indoor/outdoor
section must
contain all

requests for the
registered

restaurant/cafe.

Pass

2

Verify the
integration

between Sign-in
Owner and

RestInterface

Enter invalid
input

(authentication
email and

password), do
sign in

Error message
to enter valid

input.
(validation)

Pass

3

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface

and RestSearch

The host clicks
the search icon
from the app

bar, and enters
the  unique code
of the request.

Host search
should show
results for the
entered unique

code.

Pass

4

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface

and Edit Profile

The host clicks
the Account

from the menu
to edit his

information.

The host edited
his information
succesufully.

Pass

5

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface
and Add walk
in Customer.

The admin
clicks the add

icon.

Add a walk-in
customer with
their selections
and add them to

the queue.

Pass

6

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface

and Customize
Options

The host clicks
the options from

the menu to
customize their

available
options.

The options are
updated in the

database for the
restaurant/ cafe.

Pass

7
Verify the
integration

between

The host clicks
on table

statistics from

The most
requested

options are

Failed, The data
calculation was

incorrect.
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RestInterface
and Table
Statistics

the menu to see
the most
requested
options.

represented by a
chart.

8

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface
and log out

The host clicks
the log out from
the menu to log

out.

The host
successfully
logs out and
returns to the
sign-in page.

Pass

9

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface
and Cancel

Request

The host clicks
the cancel

button to cancel
the request.

The user request
was deleted

from the
databases and
RestInterface.

Pass

10

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface
and Confirm

Request

The host clicks
the confirm

button to
confirm the

request after the
user arrives.

The user request
was removed

from the
RestInterface.

Pass

11

Verify the
integration

between
RestInterface

and Notify
Customer

The host clicks
the notification
button to send a

SMS.

The message
should be

received by the
customer.

Pass

Integration testing for the 3 interfaces

Test Case ID Test Case
Objective

Test Case
Description Expected Result Integration

Result

1

Verify the
integration

between Add
Page and

RestInterface

When the users
add themselves

in the queue
successfully,

then the

All the requests
displayed in the
restaurant/ cafe

interface

Pass
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restaurant/ cafe
retrieves the

request from the
database.

2

Verify the
integration

between
AdminAdd and

List Places

When the admin
adds a

restaurant/cafe
to the database
successfully,
then it will be

displayed to the
ListPlaces Page.

The new
restaurant/ cafe

view in the
ListPlaces page.

Pass

7.4. STRESS AND PERFORMANCE TESTS

Performance testing is a type of testing for determining the speed of a computer,
network, or device. It checks the performance of the components of a system by passing
different parameters in different load scenarios.

(Que.) team used a test lab in the firebase with 10 devices for each interface (Admin/
User/ Restaurant). The following figures represent the test result for performance test (CPU/
Memory/ Graphics) of one device running (Que.) App.

Admin Interface:

Figure 7:  Performance Test (Admin Interface)
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Figure 8:  Performance Test (Admin Interface)

Owner Interface:

Figure 9:  Performance Test (Owner Interface)
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Figure 10:  Performance Test (Owner Interface)

Figure 11:  Performance Test (User Interface)
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Stress testing is a type of testing that determines the stability and robustness of the
system. It is a non-functional testing technique. This testing technique uses an auto-generated
simulation model that checks all the hypothetical scenarios.

As for the stress testing since new features were added on short notice by the capstone
committee ,and will be affected by the removal of guest users feature and SMS OTP is used
to verify the customer's phone number,Therefore, the stress testing will be added in the
updated report.

7.5. RELIABILITY TESTS

Reliability Testing is a critical software testing approach used by the Que team to
ensure that the program performs and functions consistently in a variety of environments and
over a set length of time. It assures that the product is free of flaws and suitable for its
intended use.

(Que.) team used a Regression test since it  is a software testing practice that ensures an
application still functions as expected after any code changes, updates, or
improvements. Regression testing is responsible for the overall stability and
functionality of the existing features.

Test ID Test Input Test Output

Test#1 User login Login confirmed, redirected to
homepage (listplaces).

Test#2 Admin login Login confirmed, redirected to
homepage(listplaces).

Test#3 Host login Login confirmed, redirected to
homepage(listplaces).

Test#4 User logout Logout confirmed, then the user is
redirected to the Login page.

Test#5 Admin logout Logout confirmed, then the user is
redirected to the Login page.

Test#6 Host logout Logout confirmed, then the user is
redirected to the Login page.
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Test#7 Update profile Update name , phone and gender.

Test#8 User Queue Request confirmed,  redirected to
viewDetails page.

Test#9 User Unqueue Delete Request,  redirected to
homepage.

Test#10 Host Search for user via unique
code Result is displayed.

Test#11 Host switch to Busy mode Approved,Qnum updated and start
accepting queue requests.

Test#12 Admin Edit an existing
Restaurant/cafe

Update Confirmed, redirected to
Admin Homepage

Test#13 Confirm Request Updates the Qnumber

Test#14 SMS Users are notified via SMS.
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8. TOOLS AND COMPONENT REUSE
8.1. CASE TOOLS

All of these case tools were employed from the beginning of the project and
have been used by the team to this day.

● Google Doc: Used for editing the report and sharing it between the team
members.

● Google Drawings: The app allows users to create and edit flowcharts,
organizational charts, mind maps, concept maps. In the (Que.) , the team used
it to draw an ER-diagram.

● Android Studio: is the official integrated development environment for
Google's Android operating system.

● Slidesgo: It offers an extensive list of free Google Slides themes and
Powerpoint templates for creating presentations.

● Team Gantt: A project management tool; assisting in the planning and
scheduling of the project.

● Grammarly: A writing assistant tool, it checks for spelling, grammar, and
punctuation errors, and it enhances vocabulary usage.

● QuillBot: A rephrasing tool that helps with enhancing the sentence structure
better.

● LucidChart & Visual Paradigm: It is a diagramming tool that is hosted on the
cloud and has many features that aids to create class diagrams, activity
diagrams, sequence diagrams, and software architecture.

● Microsoft Teams: It is a chat-based collaboration platform complete with
online document sharing and meetings.

● Phonto: Which was used to design the system’s logo.
● camtasia: a software suite for creating and recording video tutorials and

presentations directly via screencast.
● Picsart: online photo and video editing application.

8.2. COMPONENT AND CODE REUSE

Team made components:
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Component Restaurants/Cafe

Functions

- Update Restaurant/Cafe details.
- Customize their available options.
- View the table requests divided by seat area.
- View the user's details.
- Add walk in customers.
- Switch the restaurant/cafe mode to Busy so that (Que.)

can start taking table requests.
- Confirm the customer's arrival.
- Send notification.
- Delete and cancel  a reservation.
- Search by user via uniqueue code.
- Call customers.
- View the restaurant/cafe table statistics.

Component User profile

Functions

- Show user profile
- Update name
- Update password
- Update gender
- Update email
- Update phone number

Component Users

Functions
- User login.
- User signup.
- logout
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Component Queue

Functions
- Show Table details.
- Show user info.
- Unqueue.

Component feedback

Functions
- Rate
- Review

Component Admin

Functions

- Browse the restaurants and cafes accessible in the
application.

- Add a new restaurant/café to the database.
- Remove an existing restaurant/café.
- Edit  an existing restaurant/café.

Importing Library components:

Flutter is Google's SDK for crafting fast user experiences. Flutter API’s include:

Framework Libraries:

● flutter/material.dart : implementing Material Design.
● flutter/services.dart : Platform services exposed to Flutter apps.

Dart Libraries:

● dart:async : Support for asynchronous programming, with classes such as
Future and Stream.

● cupertino.dart : implementing the current iOS design language.
● dart:ui : Built-in types and core primitives for a Flutter application.
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● dart:io :  I/O support for non-web applications.

Firebase is an API that lets developers easily sync and store data in realtime. The API allows
users to access the functionality of Firebase programmatically.

● Authentication
● Cloud Firestore
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

To conclude, (Que.) offers many features such as scalability ,Portability, Usability,
Security ,Provide a more accurate waiting time queue, maintains a good and fast performance
, machine learning techniques that will help enrich the user experience along with the other
features.

The system contains numerous features to allow users to enjoy using it, and the
system's architecture was built to allow for further requirements and features to be added in
the future. Many design considerations were taken in order to push the system into the
reusability sphere and make it more reusable and expandable. The system is based on an
application for both IOS and Android platforms offering three interfaces for different users
(Admin Interface - Restaurant/cafe Interface - User Interface).The system is built using
DART programming language.

Many technical lessons were learned. One of the most important things we learnt was
how to manage such a large project, having to work as a team , right time management ,
working under pressure since we had to work on such a huge project in such a short period of
time.

The team has also learnt to handle and plan for challenges that may interrupt system
development, as well as to think critically in order to minimize or remove risks that may come
from design decisions.
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9. TEAM MEMBERS TASKS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

(Que.) team members worked effectively to complete the project, the whole team
participated in solving problems that a team member is facing.

A precise percentage cannot be estimated, however the team agreed that Nouf and
Lulwah did 35% of the work, while Ebtesam completed 30% of the entire effort.
Furthermore, team members overlapped each other's task, either adding refinement or
addressing errors, thus in the team's view, the project is one unit that was generated equally by
all team members.

Figure 12:  Team Contributions Chart

The gantt chart in figure 12 displays the distribution of project duties among team
members.
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Figure 13:  GanttChart Sprints
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APPENDICES

Additional material such as screenshots, algorithms, etc.

APPENDIX A:

● Surveys:

Virtual Queue Survey

1 Do you like the waiting queue for restaurants /cafes in Kuwait?

2 Explain your answer in question1.

Most Common Answers:

It wastes time since most restaurants need you to come in person to reserve, then you
must wait until it reaches your turn.

U can’t book a table on the telephone u must go to the restaurant then u can

I prefer doing something else better than waiting in a queue- shopping, making a private
call, etc

I hate waiting

It is frustrating to wait in a long queue for more than one hour

It's too crowded and I don't like the way I must be in the restaurant in order to make a
reservation.

Well to be honest I don’t like waiting in a queue for such an amount of time. For
example, a restaurant/cafe in a shopping center has a queue for 60+ mins and can take
my number and within that time I can shop until they call me.
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I think most people get annoyed by the extended waiting hours they have to spend every
time they go out for a good time with their families and friends, especially in Kuwait
where everywhere is crowded and all the places are busy, and the idea of arriving to the
intended place and putting your name and leave your number there until there is an
empty place available for you is inefficient, so if it possible for us to pick the restaurant
we want from home or before reaching the area and have the place ready for us is
amazing.

3 Do you think that the traditional queuing in restaurants has NO privacy in terms of personal
data ( name, phone number)?

4 To virtually wait in line, Do you prefer:

5 In what cases do you think that having an option where you can virtually wait in line (in
Restaurants/cafes) is useful?

Most Common Answers:

It is useful when a person has errands to finish and would rather save time by not
appearing personally. It is also useful when having small, whining children that tire easily.
The virtual wait would also be helpful when there is a large group going to the restaurant.

For example, when we want to have dinner and the queue is crowded and I want to go for
doing a quick thing like buy something or having a phone call to avoid the crowded place,
if I want to come again, other people will take my place in the queue and I need to wait
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again at the end of the queue, so having the virtual queue will make it easier and prevent
my place in the queue even if I go far away from the place that I want to wait for.

So I can track how far I am in the line.

If I want to try a popular restaurant and it's always busy, I don't have to go there and wait
one or two hours standing in line.

In the case where I can be notified when my turn is coming up.

If the cafe I wanted is crowded and it's located in a mall then I would like to virtually wait
in line and go for a shopping spree until my turn is up.

When you can queue online before even getting out of the home.

6 In the app/website, How do you prefer to virtually queue in line?

7 Do you prefer to give priority to specific people in the queue? If so, explain?

Most Common Answers:

I believe it should be on a first come first serve basis, unless the tables have specific
seating numbers, then according to availability.

Yes, parents with kids, children don't have the patience to stand in line for a long time

No, but if there is a need it will be only for disabled people.
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No, because everyone should take the same chance without any preferences between
customers

Yes, I think we have to give pregnant, elderly & special needs the priority.

8 In the current circumstances with COVID-19, do you consider it necessary for the queue to
be virtual? If so, why?

Most Common Answers:

Yes, till this day we haven't understand this virus until a high percentage of the population
is vaccinated, we can't take chances

It should be necessary because of social distancing. Many people have still not received
their vaccinations and even those who have may still have a chance of getting the virus.
Appearing in a certain place for the least amount of time is best for everyone involved.

Yes. Keeping distance from people, and minimizing the use of queueing paper machines

Yes, it will help with limiting the spread of the virus and it is much safer than the
traditional way.

9 If you are a restaurant owner, would you prefer the queue to be virtual? If so, why?

Most Common Answers:

I would prefer it to be virtual since it is less hassle and less interaction with customers.
Sometimes customers can be very rude and the virtual queue would solve any issues
where the customer may believe that they were overlooked.

Yes, the smart device produces more efficient result than human especially under pressure

Yes. An automated system guarantees no workers will be busy with handling the queue
manually

Yes so I can track the customers

Yes, to give the customers options
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Yes, I would prefer the queue to be virtual because I can look at the data at the end of the
day and make some analysis on waiting times and customer flow.

Yes, because the served customer will have a better experience without a view of a long
queue

I do, in case of the crowded area which may lead to losing control of the waiting orders

10 Along with the previous question, what features would you like to have?

Most Common Answers:

The number of parties in the queue, the number of people in each party, if there are
children in the party, if there are babies in the party in need of a high chair, the time the
group entered the queue…

Estimated waiting time

Show my number in line, show how many people are in front of me in real-time, ie if the
queue reaches someone's order in line it shows fewer people in front of me, and a way to
check how many people are in the queue before registering

I prefer that the app have a feature where I can see an estimated waiting time and a
countdown timer so I will know when it will be my turn.

I think it would be nice to have a QR code printed on the board of the restaurant. When
the QR code is scanned it can take the user to a website where a booking can be
completed.

11 The app/website will enable the customer to choose the details of the seating area whether
its (indoor/outdoor), (smoking /non-smoking ), preferred seat location (close to the window,
etc.), and the number of seats. What other options would you like to have?

Most Common Answers:

Already the important things have been mentioned above

a countdown timer.
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In Kuwait, we are following the traditions, so for example, if I want to eat in a restaurant
with my family, I will not be comfortable if the seats around my table were men and
crowded, so I need the option if I want to eat in a table, it will show for me an option like
you are family or friends to choose the appropriate place to be comfortable.

I think these options are good enough

children seating like high chairs and other facilities, disabled people easy accessibility,
big gatherings availability.

These are the most important ones in my opinion, plus maybe the joined tables option,
special occasions option for birthdays/anniversaries, also if people can pick their food and
order before arriving if the menu is provided.

perhaps an age limit.

12 When your turn is up how would you like to receive notifications?

13 In your opinion, what extra functionalities do you think are important to add to this
Application?

Most Common Answers:

User queue history containing details of the restaurant name, time waiting, etc Suggestion
of restaurants nearby with short queues

Access to menu Asking for the bill, ( cash / knet sms/ knet machine) showing the bill If
knet SMS then it will send a link to pay through sms Select and unselect items in the bill
to help a groups gathering easily figure out each share of the bill ( knet machine)

I think the features that are mentioned above are good enough.
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I think it would be nice for the restaurant owner to have a chart to analyze the waiting
data. It might also be nice to let a patient check their waiting position every now and then
to check what their position in the line is and approximately how much time is left until
their turn.

Special notification sounds Make the app as simple as it is

Barcode scan to reserve

A log of restaurants and a points/rewards system to keep customers using the app

Anonymity. No need for registration. Barcode scanning. Waiting timer.

More options for people which they suffer from specific allergies and easy and
straightforward options not to be calculated

I think one more good idea to add to the app is a term of any unavoided delay so that they
can notify the restaurant with that through the app to reschedule their arriving time, also if
some of the group arrives before the others and they didn't have the app or someone else
booked, so if one can share the QR code to the rest so they can enter the restaurant
without the need to wait outside.

● Meetings:

The meetings questions and answers along with some percentage are going to
be presented below:

Meetings with Restaurants/cafes owners

1 As a Restaurant owner,
Would you prefer the queue to be virtual?
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2 For people to virtually wait in line,
Do you prefer :

3 In what ways will virtual queue benefit your Restaurant/café?

Most Common Answers:

it will reduce the number of people waiting IN front of the restaurant which helps with the
view.

Under the current circumstances, it ensures social distancing between workers and
customers, and helps in regulating the entry of customers into my restaurant.

This helps in improving staff performance and reducing direct communication with
customers to avoid problems. It is also useful in knowing busy times to prepare well and
provide faster and better service.

In many ways, it will aid in the organization of the place and prevent overcrowding, also
it reduces the incidence of human errors, and leads to a more precise and smooth process
of people coming in and out of the place.

4 What will make you sign up in a virtual queue system?

Most Common Answers:

It allows me to control the number of people inside the restaurant. And, it helps reduce
crowding outside the restaurant, so the outside view for customers is beautiful.

First of all, I need to know the special features that the system will provide for my
restaurant, and its efficacy and flexibility. I have to know in what ways this system will
make my work easier for me, it also must be easy to use by both the staff and the
customers.
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Staff will no longer have to manage traffic and deal with paperwork, and Staff will feel
that their work has become more effective in delivering a better service to customers and
improving performance. Also, avoid crowding in front of the restaurant, it is an
undesirable sight for customers and others.

Time-efficient, a virtual queue would solve any customer interaction issues, and if the
queue was virtual it would help improve the quality of service since it performs well
under pressure.

5 What features would you like to have in the app?

Most Common Answers:

To be able to see the most requested area, number of seats, and to see a chart of the
number of reservations per day.

I think a feature that helps the waiters to communicate better with customers. And I would
like there to be an option to select the payment method.

Multi-language interface, tracking customers to get ready, also I want to know the
customers comments and their experience.

Beside the virtual line, maybe people's seating preference, their specific arrival times, any
special requests.

6 Would you like to have full access to customize
your Restaurant/café homepage?
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APPENDIX B:

● [Algorithms]
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● [Diagrams]

ER Diagram
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Restaurants/cafes  Activity diagram
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User Login Sequence Diagram
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Add Customer to the Queue Activity Diagram

Add Customer to the Queue Activity Diagram
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Class Diagram
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